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About This Game

There is a world of dreams called Dreamland, where anyone can have their wishes granted.
Three wounded and homeless animals happened to enter Dreamland.

Will they be able to find the lost treasures of Dreamland and save the world?
“And will their wishes to regain their health and go back home safely come true?”

Features
- Innovative Action Puzzle Game: Each animal moves in set direction. Combined animals can move in more directions. You can

also separate combined animals! Find the perfect places to combine or separate animals and clear stages quickly!
- Over 30 exciting Trap tiles

- 6 themes and 100 well-designed stages
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There are two constants in the world: how much Shinobi 3 rocks and how much Desert Gunner sucks. I propose that we shall
make use of international star system where a single star represents Shinobi 3 divided by Desert Gunner.
I rate this game as no stars. It's worse than itself.

Seriously, it's an old shovelware. If you thought that Delta Force: Task Force Dagger was a sellout, just wait until you see.
Generic. Bland. Cheap. Glitchy, sorta. Just use turrets, feel no feedback, no fun, shoot at targets. No music. Sound volume all
over a place. Graphics sucked for 2006, when it came out. Barely any control or much to do aside from aim and shooting, it's
not like you can knock missiles out of air.

Personally, I got only to level 6. Then convoy made a temporary stop and the tank in the rear ended up ramming vehicle in front
until the tank itself blew up. I quit right there. Now I shall go and cry over me, being an idiot who brought some shovelware
games on Steam at whatever year it was.. This game is a sin.. Amazing,funny and keeps your attention. I love the humor... I
played this game before it came on Steam, and it is amazing. It is a great game for people who like games like Mega Man and
Shovel Knight, with really good level design and fantastic music.. A very cute and quick game to play - check it out on
Halloween to make it more fun! I played through twice and got all the achievements in about 3 hours.. Was great untill I realized
non of my progress was saved. With about the same level of interactivity as savaging Wikipedia for thesis material, this game is
hard to get into.

The start of the game is dull and nothing really prompts you to continue playing, besides a few minor dialogue options. Though
the game doesn't really change from this formula, I started to enjoy it more and more as I played.

With over 1,300 lines of dialogue, every character's personality is detailed enough that you'll want to explore all their responses.

Direction wise, this game does not hold your hand.
This is a game where you have to play it in one sitting, which is about a 3-5 hour playthrough.
If you start playing it for a couple of hours and then come back to it weeks later, like what I initially did, you will have a hard
time remembering what quests you were on and might even have to start a new save.

The majority of the game is spent hunting for some important information amongst lots of insignificant choices making it hard
to reinforce why what you're doing is valuable.

On the other hand, the massive amounts of dialogue gives you lots of resources that you can use to craft your own backstory.
It gives the game character, and doesn't hold back mockery on how society builds off of incomplete idea without ever finishing
or improving them (without questioning why they made the choice in the first place.) (Like how the QWERTY keyboard layout
survived unchanged from typewriters into the digital age.)

Most puzzles are very simple to complete, but some of the optional ones require a bit of cross referencing to figure out.

It you're still unsure if you should play this game or not, the demo does a good job at showing you the mechanics.. Clever app
design and can see lots of research involved. It doesn't look very polished but I understand the huge effort. Hope the creator
keeps improving it and sending updates.. If your anything like me...your tired of the same old same old. It is very hard to find a
good action based MOBA. Most will dumb the combat down to add to the RPG element. GOOD Skill based PVP games are few
and far between. If you like BR\/MOBA games and are looking for a dash of old school rpg, I recommend trying this. Its rough
now, but I can tell its going the right direction if they listen to the players. You start off in teams of 2 battle royale style. You
grind mobs together to level and find items. The items you find you use to craft gear which gets higher and higher. You can also
join a faction and gain NPC assistance. The combat is the best in BR games I have played so far. It has a MOBA style character
design with 10 playable characters each with 3 unique skills. They consist of things like grapple hook, magic, shield charge,
arrow rain, charge attacks, light attacks, buffs, healing etc. Each character has its own play style which can be affected by gear
stats like movement speed etc. There is a block and parry mechanic although its kind of brokemn at the moment. You can spam
block basically whenever assume you throw an attack first. Block has no cooldown and no delay. Most will just attack and parry
as fast as they can. This is a MOBA game with a BR style gameplay.
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I am utterly in love with this game. The music is simply fantastic! (If you're into minimalistic electro\/ house, that is.) So far,
each stage has it's own colour pattern, looks, sound, and music. The variety has been overwhelming so far. One stage is Upbeat-
House, while the next is relaxed Drum & Bass. I love it.

The gameplay is really straight-forward and maybe not a huge game-changer. But the music-creation really adds that extra sense
of "Oh god I just placed a new weapon!". Which is one of the best feelings in the game, together with gathering funds and
destroying viruses.

It's stressy, yet relaxing. If you're into electronic music and tower-defense games, I'd definitely recommend this!. gud ost very
differant. Decent concept, but there have been no updates \/ information for ~one and a half years, and a promised update due 1
year ago did not come.. One of my most favorite PC games of all time. I used to play this all the time when I was younger on my
old Windows XP machine on CD-ROM. It never gets old. If you like shoot 'em up games - and therapeutic ones at that -
definitely check this one out. I'm a fan of sci-fi settings as well as naval battles and, while this game is relatively simple, it brings
both of those preferences together.. Fun game, similar to Puzzle Quest!. It's ♥♥♥♥ing Bejeweled Twist with an RPG skin on it,
If it was normal GOOD Bejeweled I'd recommend but since it's the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Twist version I say let this one go.
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